T-Cover is a product line especially developed for temporary protection of fragile surfaces. The brand has been introduced to the market in 2008, and includes a range of products that help protect your job site and products against scratching, debris and general damage.

T-Cover temporary protection materials are used for renovation, reconstruction, production, installation work, major maintenance, events, resettlement and relocation.
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T-COVER ADHESIVE FILMS

Hard Floor Protection

T-Cover Hard Floor Protection is a tough PE-film designed to protect solid surfaces such as tiles, wood and linoleum. The foil has a single-sided water-based adhesive layer on the outside of the foil, making it easy to roll out the protectant by foot. T-Cover Hard Floor Protection can be rolled up and easily disposed of as a compact package after use.

Carpet Protection

T-Cover Carpet Protection is a tough LLDPE-film designed for application on textile surfaces. The Carpet Protection is a transparent foil with a single-sided water-based adhesive layer, which immediately sticks to textile surfaces. The adhesive layer is on the outside of the roll, which makes it easy to roll out the protectant by foot. T-Cover Carpet Protection can be rolled up and easily disposed of as a compact package after use.
**The Applicator**

The Applicator is designed to apply foil to surfaces quickly and easily. With the help of the Applicator you can cover large surface areas at walking speed. One person can easily cover 1,000 m² per hour.

The Applicator is a tool that can be taken apart for easy and convenient transportation.

---

**Countertop Protection**

T-Cover Countertop Protection is designed to protect kitchens, bathrooms, walls and furniture during renovations, demolition and other heavy-duty work. The self-adhesive foil is 60 microns thick and does not leave any glue residue once removed. T-Cover Countertop Protection is an easy to use foil that does not shrink.
T-COVER ADHESIVE FILMS

Glass Protection

T-Cover Glass Protection is designed to protect windows and doors during demolition, painting, sandpapering, plastering, etc. The self-adhesive foil provides UV-protection and will not harden or leave glue residue on the glass. T-Cover Glass Protections’ sticky side is on the outside of the roll, making it easy to apply to a surface. The Glass Protection is easy to remove by pulling it off and wrapping it into a small package when the job is done.

Aluminum & Steel Protection

Aluminum & Steel Protection films are mainly used to protect finished products like aluminum panels and frames. These products are usually tailor-made by customers’ request. Please contact us for more information, or to produce a product to fit your needs.
**MULTIPROTECT BASIC**

T-Cover Multiprotect Basic can be used on almost all surfaces. It will lay straight and tight to the floor and can be reused. Thanks to its extra shock and moisture absorbing features, this product is perfect for covering highly sensitive surfaces like hardwood and china floors. T-Cover Multiprotect Basic is made out of two laminated layers. The bottom layer is made of soft felt, which, thanks to its special structure, lightly attaches to most surfaces. The top layer is made of a tough PE-film, ensuring that the cover is paint and liquid proof.

**MULTIPROTECT PREMIUM**

T-Cover Multiprotect Premium is an anti-slip protection fleece for covering floors and stairs. Multiprotect Premium is a double-layered protection, used during construction, maintenance and remodeling. Multiprotect Premium has a shock absorbing and anti-slip under-fleece. This allows for a safe working environment without slipping or sliding. The strong top PE film prevents the floor from scratching, debris and general damage.
T-COVER MULTIPROTECT

Multiprotect Breathing

Multiprotect Breathing is a dual-layer breathing cover made for temporary protection of newly placed floors. The bottom layer is a light film of adhesive fibers. Thanks to the multiple membrane structure the material is able to breathe, which makes it possible to apply the cover to “wet” floors. Multiprotect breathing is commonly used to protect marble flooring.

T-COVER STICKY MATS

T-Cover Sticky Mats prevents floors from dust migration. The Sticky Mat “pulls” the dust from shoes, carts, scaffolding etc. The mat has 60 layers. When a layer has been completely used, simply remove and use a new layer.
T-COVER EDGE PROTECTION

T-Cover Edge Protection is designed for temporary protection of fragile edges like window and doorframes. The foam protection clamps to the profiles without the use of glue, tape or staples. The foam edge protectors are a great way to reduce the risk of damage to any project. The protectants are available in different sizes.

T-COVER TAPES

The T-Cover Tapes range consists of Masking, Duct, Packing and Protection tape. All of these are high quality tapes, which are available in many sizes, colors & thicknesses. For pricing information and possibilities, please contact our sales support at sales@t-cover.com.
CUSTOMIZED PRODUCTS

Logo Printing

It’s possible to order T-Cover products with a custom-made print. Company logo’s printed on T-Cover products can be great for marketing purposes and branding.

Specific Sizes

We know that some projects and production lines require special attention. That’s why it is possible to order T-Cover products in different sizes and thicknesses.

Fire Rated

Some T-Cover products can be produced with fire resistant additives. T-Cover fire rated products prevent flammability of surfaces in areas that are fire sensitive. For pricing information and possibilities, please contact our sales support at sales@t-cover.com.

DISCLAIMER

T-Cover products are suitable for all kinds of laminates, wood, stone & linoleum. The surface must be completely dry, hardened and clean before and during application and use. This also applies to the subfloor. With newly laid flooring one must take the drying of the adhesive into account. Creabuild is not liable for any damages in the broadest sense as a result of using this product. The products must be tested before applying and should be monitored continuously. For the complete disclaimer, terms of sale and for application advice please visit our website:

WWW.T-COVER.COM
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